
Starting on one side at the head of the bed, tuck in  

the 2.5" fabric border between the bed base and the 

adjustable deck all the way around the bed so the top 

seam is flush with the base. The corners of the skirt 

should fit snugly on all corners of the bed base. 

Note: If you have a FlexFit™ 1 smart adjustable base, 

you’ll need to manually lift the foot of the adjustable 

deck. This may require two people — one person to lift 

and hold up the deck and one person to tuck in the bed 

skirt border between the bed base and adjustable deck.

You’ll notice a fabric flap centered on each side of the  

Smart™ Skirt. Tuck it in between the skirt fabric and the  

base so it’s not visible. These flaps are not needed on an  

adjustable base. Your Smart™ Skirt installation is now complete.
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Raise the head and foot of your FlexFit™ adjustable base. 

Starting at the head of the bed, slip the Smart™ Skirt 

from the mattress down onto the bed base, below the 

adjustable base deck. The elastic band should run  

securely across the outside head portion of the bed 

base. Fit the corners of the bed skirt snugly over the 

corners of the base, first at the head, then at the foot.

Unfold and stretch the Smart™ Skirt around your mattress, 

creating a U shape with the ends of the skirt at the head  

of the bed. The long piece of elastic will stretch across  

the head of the mattress. 

The ends of the skirt are labeled L and R. The end labeled L 

belongs on the left side of the bed when you’re standing at 

the foot of the bed facing the bed. These labels should be on 

the inside of the skirt, not visible once installation is complete.

Note: The Smart™ Skirt is designed for use on a bed base; this step  

is the only time it should be used directly on your mattress.
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Smart™ Skirt Installation
on a Sleep Number 360® smart bed with a FlexFit™ adjustable base

https://manuals.plus/m/78da9bcea7bc941537cea29289ae895c9646eaff35206b75056a71a28e8c0404
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Starting on one side at the head of the bed, 

tuck in the 2.5" fabric border, including the flap 

on each side, between the mattress and base 

all the way around the bed so the top seam 

is flush with the base. The corners of the skirt 

should fit snugly on all corners of the bed base.

Your Smart™ Skirt installation is now complete.
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Starting at the head of the bed, slip the Smart™ Skirt  

from the mattress down onto the bed base.  

The elastic band should run securely across the 

outside head portion of the bed base. Fit the  

corners of the bed skirt snugly over the corners  

of the base, first at the head, then at the foot.
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Smart™ Skirt Installation
on a Sleep Number 360® smart bed with an integrated base and all other bases
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Unfold and stretch the Smart™ Skirt around your mattress, 

creating a U shape with the ends of the skirt at the head  

of the bed. The long piece of elastic will stretch across  

the head of the mattress. 

The ends of the skirt are labeled L and R. The end labeled L 

belongs on the left side of the bed when you’re standing at 

the foot of the bed facing the bed. These labels should be on 

the inside of the skirt, not visible once installation is complete.

Note: The Smart™ Skirt is designed for use on a bed base; this step  

is the only time it should be used directly on your mattress.
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